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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT
As the academic year
comes to a close, we are
beginning to ramp up for
this year 's summer
programs. I look forward to
returning to Ithaca for
Reunion weekend, which is
right around the corner from June 7 to 10. The
Life Changing Labs 8-week summer incubator
program, powered by SAF to help Cornell
students kickstart their companies, begins on
June 8. Additionally, a few of our Student
Agencies, Inc. businesses have hit their peak
seasons!
I am excited for all the activity and opportunity
that this summer holds.

This edition of the eNews will include:
- A spotlight on SAI alumnus Aar on
Kau f m an ('13) and his experiences at
and beyond Cornell;
- An introduction to current General
Manager of Hired Hands, CJ Rh an
('20); and
- An update on eLab startup Yorango
and how they are working to change
the way you rent.
Sincerely,
M ich ael Kar an gelen ('90)
Chairman and President
Student Agencies Foundation, Inc

ALUMNIUPDATES
-

-

-

Basil Polson et t i ('15), an eLab alumnus,
started a new position as Data Strategist
at Yext.
Tin gt in g Wu ('14), an eLab alumnus,
started a new position as Product
Manager at Soroco.
Alex Raw it z ('13), a former Operations
Manager for Big Red Shipping and
Storage, began a new position as
Account Executive at Chainalysis, Inc.

Congratulations to all of our alumni! If you are
an SAI, eLab, or LCL alumnus doing something
new, please let us know here.

.

SAI ALUMNISPOTLIGHT:
AARONKAUFMAN
As a freshman at
Cornell, Aar on
Kau f m an ('13) served
as the general
manager of Hired
Hands Moving
Company? operating
moves within the lines
of New York State from
Ithaca to NYC for
graduated Cornell MBA students. As a philosophy
major and history minor, Aaron contributed
valuable academic diversity to SAI, forging a
workplace of intellectual innovation and insight.
And as president of the Cornell Wrestling Club,
he possessed access to a sizable pool of talent
for the recruitment of viable workers.

Throughout the remainder of his time as
Cornell, Aaron remained heavily involved
in SAI as an employee for Big Red Shipping
and Storage and other miscellaneous
positions. He also maintained a close
working and friendly relationship with his
contemporary Dan Kat h an ('70, M BA
'73)? the prior CEO of SAI and a once
wrestler himself; Aaron recalled his
wrestling matches with Dan in the SAI
office, claiming "I can still pin him any
day."
In spring of 2011, Aaron circumnavigated
the globe as a student in the Semester at
Sea program; the floating university
debarked from the Caribbean and docked
at ports across the globe in South
America, Africa, and Asia before
concluding on the West Coast.
Additionally, Aaron spent a year in
Micronesia through a program known as

WorldTeach after graduating from Cornell,
where he taught at a high school on Pohnpei
Island and served as coach of the wrestling
team.

and maintenance of such a professional
work environment invaluably assisted Aaron
later in life through his business endeavors
and position at the FTC.

Now settled in Washington, D.C., Aaron works
at the Federal Trade Commission in the Bureau
of Consumer Protection, investigating issues of
mortgage scams and data privacy issues for
companies like Google and Facebook.
Frequently demanding discussions over the
phone, Aaron's role at the FTC requires critical
skills in customer service and problem
management that he developed while
managing countless clients throughout his time
at Hired Hands booking jobs, settling claims,
and offering moving advice. Supervising
workers, particularly during peak, further
taught him how to manage individuals of
diverse backgrounds and personalities?
instilling the importance of constructing a
cohesive work environment. The construction

From his hands-on experience managing a
company in the challenging, fast-paced
moving industry, Aaron appreciates the art
of problem solving. His piece of advice for
current SAI managers is: "the longer you let
a problem sit, the more it will fester and
grow." And further reminds current
employees to enjoy their time at SAI; a time
and opportunity Mr. Kaufman considers
"one of the best experiences" at Cornell.

Ithaca's less distracting
ANINTRODUCTIONTOHIREDHANDS appreciates
environment, which allows him to focus on
work and school. CJ, a sophomore in the
GENERALMANAGERCJRHAN
Dyson School of Applied Economics and

ByNicoleGilmartin

After working in the field
for Hired Hands Moving
Company during his
freshman year, CJ Rh an
('20) decided he wanted to
become more involved
and take on additional
responsibilities within
Student Agencies. He
recognized a unique opportunity to gain
real-world work experience while also
attending college and applied for the Hired
Hands General Manager position, which he
was ultimately selected for.

Originally from Fredericksburg, Virginia, CJ

Management, plans to concentrate in
Accounting and Business Analytics.
In addition to his work with Student
Agencies, CJenjoys sports and running. He
previously played on a club soccer team at
Cornell, and he referees for basketball teams
regionally as an intramural sports
supervisor. With one marathon and two half
marathons already under his belt, CJ
continues to train for long-distance runs.
His status as an Eagle Scout reflects this
same determination. For his final volunteer
project in high school, CJgave back to his
community in Virginia by building an
outdoor classroom at a local elementary
school.
As CJprepares for Hired Hands' peak season

this summer, he looks forward to spending
time outside on jobs and throughout the
scenic Ithaca area. Looking ahead, CJplans
to get his CPA and pursue a career in
accounting. He appreciates the applicable
communication and management skills
which he has developed through his work
with Hired Hands: "getting three workers in
a truck to New York City to complete a move
is harder than you think." To succeed as
general manager, CJmust stay organized
and pay attention to details, two important
skills for an accountant.

UPDATEONELABSTART-UPYORANGO
ByNickReynoldsfromtheIthacaTimes
A little more than five years ago,
Adam Kirsch, then a student at
Cornell working out of a
Collegetown business incubator,
had an idea: to ?create a housing
platform that was a better
alternative to the sketchy,
outdated classifieds that many
typically rely on in the housing market,? as a blog
post for the website On Campus Market w r ot e in
2016.

they could take the entire process of renting
an apartment, from signing a lease to
reporting damages, and consolidate
everything under a single platform?

?We started off dealing with just listings, it was
because it was what we knew as students,? Kirsch
was quoted as saying. ?We were renting, our friends
were renting, it was easy to grasp that we needed
really good way to find a place or post a sublet.?

Within a few short years, Kirsch ? now a
graduated Cornell MBA ? and Chief
Technology Officer Anton Gilgur, a later
addition to the team, built a network with
thousands of users across its three total
services: a listings platform for leases and
sublets, property management software, and
something called the Yorango Housing
Network, which helped connect graduating
students with what Yorango deemed as
trusted brokers and landlords in new cities.
And every stage of what it could do ? from
taking photos of damages as they happened
to requesting service ? could be done from
your smartphone.

After communicating with hundreds of renters and
landlords, the pair discovered there might be
potential for something more: what if, they thought,

But, while the startup?s potential was great,
there were some hurdles beyond the abilities
of the company?s founders. There were some

hurdles the group faced and, with network
based on a relatively small contingency of
renters and brokers that relied on hard-won,
face-to-face relationships, there were some
issues of scalability the company faced while
looking to expand its footprint citywide.
Luckily, the pair had the advantage of being
ahead of an already trending shift in the
national housing market.
Sometime last year, Frank Barletta, the CEO of a
New York City-based real estate company called
UPTOP, began scouting for burgeoning markets
in which to roll out its existing rental rental
interface. After doing some research in the area,
Barletta?s team happened upon Yorango and its
already impressive presence in the city and,
after reaching out and discussing the company?s
potential, decided to make an offer to acquire
the company?s client base in the hopes UPTOP
could make the vision of Kirsch and Gilgur into a
reality.
?We felt that creating this type of relationship

would allow us to be this type of spiritual
successor, to pick up where they left off,?
Barletta said. ?Their goal was to improve
apartment renting through technology, which
pretty much aligns with our goals. On a
larger scale, the rental process is really tough
not just in Ithaca, New York but across the
U.S., and we thought they made some great
progress in solving that problem and wanted
to pick up where they left off.?
In taking their vision to the next level,
Barletta said UPTOP will be retiring the
product offered by Yorango ? which offered
Yorango's services such as lease templating
and e-signing, paying rent online via ACH or
credit/debit card, filing maintenance
requests, a tenant/landlord line of
communication, and subletting ? and would
incorporate some of their old technology and
all of their former client relationships into the
new parent company?s platform to give
clients ?the experience Yorango wanted to

give,? Barletta said.
And this vision, Barletta said, will be one
improved both for tenants and landlords. While
tenants will be able to leave a paper trail behind
in order to hold landlords accountable on
housing issues, the system offered by UPTOP
will also work in the landlord?s favor: with
images and descriptions provided ahead of
time, landlords can better communicate issues
to contractors to allow for increased efficiency
(and lower costs) in fixing these problems as
they arise. Like Yorango originally offered, the
interface will even allow for renters to pay their
rent through more unorthodox means, like
through Venmo or PayPal, instead of having to
visit a rental office every month.
In the coming months, Barletta said he expects
UPTOP to become the default online rental
portal for renters in the Ithaca area. He said so
far, he and his team have been in
communications both with campus leaders at
Cornell and Ithaca College as well as the City of

Ithaca, which he said could potentially
integrate its operations with the app in order
to better combine the worlds of code
enforcement with the world of brokers and
landlords.
In doing so, he said he hopes the once murky
world of apartment renting becomes a safer
and much more transparent process.
?We want to be sure we?re setting a standard
for how apartments will be rented here,?
Barletta said. ?We believe we can be the go-to
market the city will approve of, and we?re
already making all the adjustments in regards
to what?s required in regards to which
buildings are up to code, which ones are
currently under review, the basic things
people want to know before making a
decision.?

